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Letter from the Editor,
Here in Southern California, we do not
really have a winter especially this year where we
have record heats of 80 degrees. Usually we have
snow this time of year in the mountains. But no.
This year we have mountains that are as dry as bone
with fire burning houses and nature away.
That is why I am happy to announce that
this is the first issue to feature writers outside of
California. I am happy that this is the first issue to
feature those who live outside of the Golden State
because they actually experience changing seasons.
Therefore, we have writers in this issue that have
actually know what winter is like!
The reason why I called this issue “As
White as Bone” is because as a girl who was born
and raised in dessert, snow is my favorite part of
winter. In the movies Christmas is always
associated with snow, and it So-Cal we never
experience this.
Please enjoy,
-Francesca Terzano
Editor in Chief
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“I Will”
If she won’t love you, I will.
You’re a thousand miles away;
The slate blue eyes are with me still.
Blood red roses on my windowsill
Never see the light of day.
If she won’t love you, I will.
I call your name upon the hill,
And there is nothing left to say.
The slate blue eyes are with me still.
I am a hunter, looking for her kill.
I am a predator, stalking her prey.
If she won’t love you, I will.
I do not need an antidepressant pill
To make me happy or to make you stay.
The slate blue eyes are with me still.
When you’re with her, snow will not begin to chill
me.
I know where my sympathies lay.
If she won’t love you, I will;
The slate blue eyes are with me still.
- Sarah E. Gurney
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“The Wings of Summer”
White as bone
the winter fell around me
promising me that he wasn't so cold,
but he was a liar like you;
Guess like father like son
and he was definitely your father
the resemblance was uncanny
once the rose-tinted glasses i once wore shattered
Into my eyes
beneath the grasp of your lust you mistakenly
told me was love
perhaps you were an unintentional liar
I once thought,
but I came to learn that you meant it
through and through;
when you promised to be nothing but untrue
Then tried to blame my broken heart on me
as if I wanted to shatter like the glass before the
diamond but I guess the jokes on you because
I burned winter in the wings of summer.
-Linda M. Crate
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“White Mission Bones”
Standing in Westminster Abbey looking up columns
arches, tapestries statues, carved tributes to white
wash, worshipped and lit with soft candle glow I
find myself standing on Charles Darwin’s crypt.
Irony, that, in the church that rejected his work.
The church that kicked Rome out of London to get a
divorce for Henry. Of course that didn’t stop Rome;
it swept across Europe in hydra-headed pursuit of
territory. Thinking how the missionaries, armed
with governmental blessing, galloped across New
Spain and up my own west coast taking other
people’s land. Spanish then Mexican then American
officials parceled out grants of Indian homes, it’s
“real estate” now called the Inland Empire. Like
Japanese Americans found in 1941, laws can be
fluid. Standing upon Darwin’s shoulders however
dry and Church imperialism, however wet we now
continue that long overreach moving past sagebrush
and our own history blindly charging the limits of
starship earth.
Lit with soft candles
sanctuary remains quiet,
seeking ablution.
-Kendall Johnson
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Painting by Kendall Johnson
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“(I) like”
(I) like to look at the heart
(W)e both see
On my h(A)nd to represent hope for. A better
future a(N)d to remind us of how far we have
come from
(T)he losers we were in high school
(T)o the
Most (O)utstanding
a(D)ults that
(I) personally feel are going to do
gr(E)at in life.
-Katie Sue Funk
*Editor’s note: lines 3 and 4 does not contain a line
break*
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“Home from Gordium”
He is home,
But he does not say, “My wife, I have missed you.”
He does not say, “The nights were long on the
battlefields.”
He does not say, “Hello.”
He walks in speaking of the Great man. Again.
“My wife, did you hear what he did at Gordium?”
She is sewing. She does not look up.
“No, what did he do? Did he win a great battle?”
“No,” he says, “There was a knot at Gordium.”
“A knot?” Deftly, she ties a knot in the thread.
“Yes,” he says, “A knot that no man could untie.
Many had tried.”
She raises one perfect eyebrow. “Many had tried to
untie a knot?”
“Yes, that is what I said. But do you know what the
Great man did?”
She picks up her scissors. “I cannot imagine.”
“He took up his sword and cut it in two! He is a
genius! Who would have thought of that?”
“Who indeed?” she says and cuts through the knot,
as she has done many times.
- Kathy Silvey Hall
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“Unrequited Want”
I wanted to be your knight in shining armor.
To slay the dragon of circumstance
And make you mine.
I wanted to feel your lips
As you awoke from the sleep of unhappiness,
To catch you in my anxious arms
After you fled the house blown down by
circumstance
To gobble you up in your red cape of solitude.
I wanted to hear you whisper, “My what big teeth
you have.”
But I suppose I am merely a jester
Trying to impale the king
Of destiny with a wooden sword.
- Nicole Spaulding
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“Tone”
I do not like your tone,
Telling me to lose the weight.
So, just leave me the hell alone.
I called you once on the phone;
I lied and said everything’s great.
I do not like your tone.
I wish I was never home
To tell you my emotional state.
Leave me the hell alone.
Deep down, I should have known
That forgiveness doesn’t wait,
But I do not like your tone.
Can’t you see I have grown
that now I’m thirty-eight?
Leave me the hell alone.
Seeds of resentment that you have sown,
But your advice comes too late.
I do not like your tone.
Leave me the hell alone.
- Sarah E. Gurney
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“Pale Quilting”
In 1949 it snowed in Claremont. Notable because it
just doesn’t, if you don’t count the occasional frost
or hail. Doesn’t rain much either, except for once in
ten years El Nino. But the year I turned four it did
snow once. I watched out the big bay window on
12th Street as cars did their best to hold to their
course on the uncommonly slick street. The magic
lasted several hours, but my Grandmother would
not let me go out and play in it because I had a cold.
Out the window I watched my cousin roll in the
stuff. My father, recently returned from the
European Front, didn’t say much.
Green ivy bows low
sticking snow piles frost blanket;
so much to cover.
- Kendall Johnson
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Photo by Kendall Johnson
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“Living Earth”
The Mountains are her Home
Made from Stones Bleached White
A Breeze Breathes through Patches of Golden Grass
And Oceans of Parched Sandy Deserts
Present in the Starving Scarlet Flames on Hillsides
And the Dusty Ashes Left Behind
Her voice Sings Rattling Songs of Proud Snakes
Slithering across the Humble, Pale Ground
Using Whispering Trees to help Lull you to Sleep
Conversing through the Rustling of their
Leaves
Hear her in the Silence of Rabbits and Hares
Gathering in their Safe Dark Burrows
God is Living in the Earth
Among the Stars and Dirt
She is the Icy Lunar Night
Relaxing in its Serenity
She is the Scorching Sun
That Brings the Land to Life
- Savannah Hernandez
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“Goddess”

Art by Savannah Hernandez
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“I Have a Worth”
You can build a thousand walls
around us to keep me out
of your life,
but I will still go white as bone
when I see your face;
because there's always going to be
a part of me that loves you—
you made my heart jump into my throat
last time I saw you
wanted nothing more than to weave
a tapestry of something
purer than the thing you gave me,
and I have to forgive you constantly
it's not a one and done
sort of thing;
because sometimes the anger burns brighter
than my virtue—
I have to tell myself that just because you were a
monster
doesn't mean that I get to be one and I don't want
to be like you
a nightmare in a world already so full of darkness
so I let my love and light shine bright
embrace the miracles and the magic of me
because I have a worth even if you've never known
it.
- Linda M. Crate
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Flash Fiction
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“Winter is Here”
Snow as white as bone blanketed the barren
industrial landscape and the rows of rooftops in the
company town.
Craig could see his breath as he scraped ice
off the windshield while the car heated heated up in
his driveway. He knew the roads would be just as
icy, straight-up perilous.
But he wouldn’t have to drive to the
automotive seat factory for much longer. It was
closing down and the jobs were being shipped to
Vietnam, where workers made mere pennies per
hour. They were going to shut it all down just three
days before Christmas, but the bad PR convinced
them to put off the plant closure until mid-January.
The reprieve helped Craig, who went into
credit card debt to buy his kids presents. As he
reviewed his finances at the dining room table late
one night, he feared what came next.
Driving to work, he fantasized about
skidding off a bridge and down an embankment.
They’d blame the ice-slicked highway. No one
would know. No one would know.
Through the defrosting windshield, Craig
watched the flurry of snowflakes descend
hypnotically, covering up the grime of this Rust
Belt burgh. Winter would pass, he hoped, winter
would pass.
- Joseph S. Pete
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“Marty Was Here”
Harrison concentrates on just breathing for a
moment in his car outside of his apartment. It’s
been a long day, one that’s ended with his son,
Stanley, being committed for forty-eight hours, and
he wonders, now that he doesn’t have to be deal
with Stan yelling at him or staring out the window
or trying to sneak out to buy alcohol only to have to
police call him at three in the morning, what he’s
going to do with his evening.
A wave of relief washes over Harrison, and
he pulls out his phone with the idea that he might
call Bridget to see what she’s doing, and this sense
of relief is followed almost immediately by a new
kind of shame that he never would have thought
himself capable of. He wants to smash his fist into
his steering wheel yell and curse and maybe weep,
and he would have sixteen years ago, but back then
he wasn’t the father of a boy.
Slowly, he becomes aware that the dog in
the house across the street has been screeching a
long series of barks. Norman, Harrison thinks. He
had a conversation with the owners once while
Stanley stroked the dog and told him he was a good
boy. That might have been the last time he saw his
son have pure of childlike joy. Harrison blinks
twice and looks around. There’s a foreclosure sign
in front of the two-story house that he hasn’t
noticed until now. He wonders how long it has been
there.
Then he realizes that the dog’s back there
terrified of something, and the house looks
abandoned. The potted plants are gone. The
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welcome mat is missing. Harrison walks around to
the side fence and spots the dog barking hopelessly
into the dark sky.
The dog turns to Harrison, wagging his tail,
but he doesn’t come forward. He’s on a chain that’s
wrapped itself around the bottom of a basketball
pole. When Harrison opens the side gate and walks
to him, he’s does a dog’s dance of excitement with
his forepaws. He’s pumping his tail.
“Hey buddy,” Harrison says. “Hey there.”
As he unclips the dog, he hears a click behind him
from the house.
A man is standing in the sliding glass
window, a short guy in jeans and a white shirt with
his black hair slicked back, so Harrison stands and
raises his hands. “Oh, God, I’m sorry. I thought
everyone had left.”
The man mouths, “What?” He unlatches and
opens the door.
“I’m sorry,” Harrison says.
Only, the man doesn’t seem to hear him. “I
needed to get clean.”
“I thought you’d left the dog. I didn’t want
him to choke himself.”
The man stares at Norman for a long time. “I
didn’t hurt him or anything. He was barking when I
got here.”
Harrison realizes something is wrong, but
he’s not sure yet what the disconnect is. “You’re
going to take him though, right?”
“What’s his name?”
“Norman,” Harrison says, and he
understands what’s happening, who this man is.
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“You’re not going to call the cops, are you?”
“I don’t understand,” Harrison says even
though he does. He can feel his voice getting
deeper, the automatic adrenaline response in his
body, making him stand taller. A million years of
evolution works inside him to protect him from
danger. His body has chosen fight.
“I have a job interview tomorrow. I need to
get clean,” the man says, his body apparently
choosing flight.
“What are you doing here?”
“Can’t you just let me get clean for the
interview? It’s at a big box store.” Harrison stares at
him, not sure what his role is. “One night.” Tears
are beginning to creep into the man’s voice.
“All right, I’ll think about it.” Why he
imagines he has the right to make this decision is
beyond him. “I’m going to take Norman for now.”
“Right. Norman.” He closes the glass door,
but keeps his eyes on Harrison.
A half hour later, the dog is asleep on
Harrison’s couch, and Harrison is playing those
moments over for the tenth time, trying not to let
the idea that Stanley will be just like this man in
twenty years enter his mind. He stares out his
window at the house and thinks about the kinds of
people who have put themselves in between the
man and happiness. Harrison is one of those people.
So Harrison goes into the closet, into the
shoebox where he keeps his mad money, takes out
two twenty dollar bills, weighs his guilt, and adds
three more bills. He walks across the street, goes
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through the side gate, and taps on the sliding glass
door, but there’s no response.
He taps again, knowing that there never will
be a response, so he pushes the door open, and says,
“Hello.”
The house has the unmistakable feeling of
emptiness, but Harrison walks in anyway, his
money held out in front of him the way a vampire
hunter holds a cross. “Hello,” he calls.
Nothing in the kitchen. No one in the living
room, bedrooms, or bathrooms. No one upstairs or
down. On the bathroom mirror on the ground floor,
someone has written “Marty was here!” in black
magic marker.
Harrison puts the money into his pocket and
wonders if the man in the blue jeans is Marty or if
it’s one of the people who lost the home in
foreclosure. He wonders who is going to take over
this house, and if, when the bank sends the real
estate people, they will see what Marty has written
and understand it. He wonders if he understands it
or the man, and he hopes he does, but he has a
feeling that the man like everyone, like Norman,
like Stanley, like Harrison, is completely abandoned
in this world, screaming that they are here into a
dark night that does not care.
-John Brantingham
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Contributors
John Brantingham He is grateful to Literary
Alchemy for nominating him for a Pushcart Prize
and for the Best Small Fictions 2018.
Linda M. Crate’s works have appeared in
numerous journals and anthologies both online and
in print. She has four published chapbooks the latest
of which is My Wings Were Made To Fly (Flutter
Press, September 2017).
Katie Sue Funk has been previously published
with Literary Alchemy. She currently lives in
Glendora with her chihuahua, Russell.
Sarah E. Gurney “I am currently a student alumni
at Mt. SAC. I have had poems published in
Carnival and I am inspired by Robert Frost and
Edward Hirsch.”
Kathy Silvey Hall is a nominee for this year's
Pushcart Prize. She teaches English at Santiago
Canyon College, and her work has appeared in Red
Hen Press' LA Fiction Anthology, Chiron Review,
and Mc Sweeney's Internet Tendency.
Kendall Johnson paints, writes, and tries to make
sense of things in Upland, California. He is director
of Gallery 57 Underground in Pomona.
Joseph S. Pete is an award-winning journalist, an
Iraq War veteran, an Indiana University graduate, a
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book reviewer, and a frequent guest on Lakeshore
Public Radio. His literary work and photography
have appeared in more than 100 journals, and he
once wrote an author bio that just trailed off...
Nicole Spaulding is a Southern California poet and
storyteller who enjoys recreating classic themes or
imagery by giving them a twist. She sometimes
collaborates with trolls.
Savannah Hernandez often spends time writing
fictional novels, creating art, and dabbling in poetry.
When she isn't writing or drawing, Savannah
consumes as much food as she can and tries to sleep
before the feeling of regret sets in.
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By Elisa Lugo
Fin.
Happy New Years!
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